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Stock data as of 19.12.2014
Market price (EUR)

BUY

6.0

www.datalab.si

Technology

3 months

12 months

10.0
2.1

Free float

68%

Dividend yield

0.0%

Multiples:

TTM

2015F

P/E

16.2

11.4
1.4

-14.5%

67.9%

EV/Sales

1.6

SBI TOP index change in %

-8.6%

18.9%

EV/EBITDA

5.8

4.9

relative to SBI TOP index in %

-6.5%

41.2%

EV/EBIT

19.3

11.2

Key figures (According to International Accounting Standards) Consolidated data in thousand EUR.
Income statement:

thousand €
Sales

2013

2014

2015F

6,635.5

7,294.0

8,356.5

Balance sheet:
thousand
2016F €
2013

2014

TTM

11,000.6 Investmen
210.2
233.6
184.2
3.0
Growth yoy
15.9%
9.9%
14.6%
31.6% Cash
205.4
411.5
818.9
EBITDA
1,876.0
2,041.3
2,422.1
3,298.6 Debt
2,296.2
2,607.8
2,415.8
2.0
Margin
28.3%
28.0%
29.0%
30.0% Net debt
1,880.6
1,962.7
1,412.7
EBIT
609.1
619.5
1,069.5
1,744.9 Equity
4,541.7
5,224.5
6,017.2
1.0
Margin
9.2%
8.5%
12.8%
15.9% Assets
8,383.6
9,964.6 10,386.8
Net income
651.5
614.4
875.9
1,492.0 Fin. D/E
50.6%
49.9%
40.1%
0.0
Growth
94.0%
-5.7%
42.6%
70.3% Fin. D/A
27.4%
26.2%
23.3%
Dec 13Mar 14 Jun 14Sep 14Dec 14
EPS
0.39
0.29
0.41
0.66 Debt/EBIT
1.2
1.3
0.8
* EPS includes new issued shares due to ESOP program. Fiscal year for Datalab Group is from 1stDA
July till 30th of June (difference to calendar year).
DATR
SBI TOP

1Q15 results and outlook revision:

Growth company.



Agro accounting story
developing and
awaiting first results.
Regional exposure.
Ambitious plan.
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Group sales revenues are up by hefty 18.5% YoY to EUR 961.7 thousand while total revenues
(including capitalized own products) increased by 10.4% YoY. Operating cost on the other hand
increased by 9.9% YoY as well, thereby EBIT thousand €
1Q14
4Q14
1Q15
QoQ
YoY
margin stagnated. Here we should note cost of Sales
1,273.4
1,921.1 1,406.1 -26.8% 10.4%
goods, materials and services lifted only by EBITDA
166.3
477.5
142.3 -70.2% -14.4%
13.1%
24.9%
10.1%
0.6% YoY, but labor costs surged by 25.8%. Margin
-162.5
130.7
-171.9
D&A are down by 4.4% YoY. EBIT is negative EBIT
-12.8%
6.8% -12.2%
but this is a usual cyclicality. Net financing result Margin
-169.1
170.7
-199.7
also deteriorated slightly which consequently Net income
-13.3%
8.9% -14.2%
brought net loss down to EUR 200 thousand. Margin
Total assets are at EUR 10.4m or up by 23.7% YoY due to an increase in intangibles (to EUR
6.6m) and account receivables (to EUR 1.6m). Equity is up as well to EUR 6.1m or by 36.6% YoY.
Net debt to EBITDA ratio remains healthy.
More detailed data on Agro Accounting traction will be published in next 2015 interim reports.
Datalab is focusing on this segment as they believe it has a substantial stand-alone potential, as
well as potential for cross sell when their relationship with clients is firmly established. Product
launch in Swiss market is expected in February while discussions with management revealed they
see several markets as very perspective, among others Poland and Romunia. For now we also see
a big potential for the product, as segment is from IT perspective underdeveloped while
underlying Agro trends are encouraging. It is true however this segment will need more capital
injections for market development while visibility regarding growth pace remains low.
Market conditions continue to be difficult, especially on the domestic market (number of
bankruptcies), while in Croatia they are benefiting from a trend of legislature changes due to EU
entrance. This means smaller competitors have difficulties supporting its customers. Due to
adverse environment, pricing pressure remains though. As a consequence current strategy is to
conquer market share (on the expense of price and revenues), also through Telcos cooperation.
This seams sound as high customer loyalty can unlock potential in sales application add-on. Not to
mention, sacrificing current revenues for reoccurring revenues is improving revenue stability.

Head of Research:
Sašo Stanovnik
saso.stanovnik@alta.si

Valuation commentary:

Institutional Trading:
Darko Jurčevič
darko.jurcevic@alta.si





Given the past seasonal dynamic weak 1Q15 was expected (and loss). Also current stock price
catalyst (Agro Accounting) should deliver first meaningful data only in 2015 and beyond.
Therefore we stick with our forecasts, target price and recommendation.
We should mentioned that both, Agro Accounting and market share focus, are a viable strategy to
reap the benefits in the long term, but short term patience will be needed.
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Top5 shareholders:
Mertelj Andrej

32.0%

Raiffeisen Bank Fid

15.3%

Nepremičnine Noviforum

7.9%

Alpen.Si

4.7%

NLB Skladi

4.6%

Brief Company profile
Datalab is a Slovenian software company. Their main product is the PANTHEON business IT system
(based on MS SQL for Windows and Linux environment) for monitoring and optimization of business
processes thereby increasing productivity and lowering operating costs. Datalab develops, sells and
implements the software directly, through its Partner Channel and through accounting firms. It is
orientated on small and midsized companies in Slovenia and SouthEast Europe. Its domestic market
share is around 9% (2010 data).
Sources of revenues:

Licence fees and user fees for Pantheon IT system (declining segment).

Upgrade contracts for Pantheon (main source of revenues).

Leasing and subscription user fees (Pantheon Hosting, growing segment).

Membership fees for support.

Education and certification fees, advertisements etc.
Datalab Group is organized into three levels. The controlling company is in charge of coordination of
network, joint services and especially research and development. Second level consists of daughter
companies, accountable for localization of PANTHEON, sales and support in respective country. On a
third level there are partners or internal ServiceDesks for implementation of PANTHEON, support
and activation of users.
Fiscal year for Datalab Group is from 1st July till 30th of June (difference to calendar year).
Group sales by region (2014)

Group sales by segment (2014)

Slovenia
41%
Other
59%

Other
Training
1% Hos ting 3%
Marketing 7%
1%
Services
11%

Licence fees
33%

Membership
fees
2%

Software
upgrades
42%

Disclaimer

GENERAL DISCLOSURE
ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. (eng. ALTA Invest, investment services Inc.) with its registered office at Ljubljana, Železna cesta 18, 1000
Ljubljana (hereinafter referred as ALTA Invest) is responsible for preparation and issuing of this investment recommendations. ALTA Invest is supervised
by the Slovenian Security Market Agency, Poljanski nasip 6, Ljubljana.
ALTA Invest may trade with the financial instruments mentioned in this document for its own account and may also engage in securities transactions in a
manner inconsistent with the content of this research report as a result of short-term trading recommendations by analysts.
Remuneration of the analyst who provides monitoring of a certain issuer is based, among other factors, also on the profitability of ALTA Invest.
In order to avoid and prevent conflict of interests the research department and TradePort are s separate organizational part of ALTA Invest and are
independent in their decisions regarding selection, monitoring and updating of its investment recommendations of an individual issuer. According to its
information policy, ALTA Invest observes data privacy and strongly defends access to its data bases and other materials connected with the research
department against any unauthorized access or persons.
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Subjects participating in preparation of this document employed by ALTA Invest under a contract of employment or otherwise and who participated in
making the recommendation, hereby state that their remuneration is not directly linked to the specific recommendations or views expressed in the
recommendation, either directly to transactions in respect of financial instruments conducted by ALTA Invest and ALTA Invest associated legal entities.
However, payment of the analyst responsible for monitoring the relevant issuer as mentioned in this document can, among other factors, also be linked
to the return of ALTA Invest, part of which may also represent a profit from the investment services.
Individuals participating in preparation of this document employed by ALTA Invest under a contract of employment or otherwise and who participated in
making the recommendation, hereby state that they did not acquire shares of the issuer prior to a public distribution of this document.
ALTA Invest declares that this document was not disclose the issuer, whose financial instrument is the subject of a recommendation, prior to its
distribution.
To the knowledge of ALTA Invest:

there is no significant participations in terms of the proportion for ALTA Invest, individuals who work for ALTA Invest, under a contract of
employment or otherwise, and has participated in making, transmission, or distribution of the recommendation, or with any of these subjects
related legal persons in the issuer, that exceed 5% of the share capital of the issuer or shares of an issuer that exceed 5% of the share capital of
ALTA Invest:

both ALTA Invest, as well as ALTA Invest associated legal person or other legal persons or individuals who works for ALTA Invest on the basis of
a contract of employment or otherwise, and who participated in making recommendations could have already in the past or will in the future
conclude transactions in financial instruments or with issuers that are the subject of investment recommendations. On the day of publication of
investment recommendations therefore authors of investment recommendations, ALTA Invest, ALTA Invest associated legal person or other legal
persons or individuals who work for ALTA Invest, under a contract of employment or otherwise, and who participated in making
recommendations, could own financial instrument referred to in this document.

neither ALTA Invest nor individual who works for ALTA Invest on the basis of a contract of employment or otherwise, and has participated in
making, transmission or distribution of recommendations, nor by any of these subjects related legal person, are market makers in financial
instruments of the issuer; neither ALTA Invest nor individual who works for ALTA Invest on the basis of a contract of employment or otherwise,
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and has participated in making, transmission or distribution of recommendations, nor by any of these parties related legal person, led in the past
12 months public offer of financial instruments referred to issuer or participated in its implementation;

neither ALTA Invest nor individual who works for ALTA Invest on the basis of a contract of employment or otherwise, and has participated in
making, transmission or distribution of recommendations, nor by any of these parties related legal person, has concluded an agreement or
contract for making investment recommendations with the issuer;
neither ALTA Invest nor individual who works for ALTA Invest on the basis of a contract of employment or otherwise, and has participated in making,
transmission or distribution of recommendations, nor by any of these parties related legal person in respect of financial instruments which are the
subject of this recommendation, or to an issuer to which the recommendation relates, have conflicts of interest, except for any disclosures in the
remainder of this document.
ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. (eng. ALTA Invest, investment services, Inc.), declares that it has a financial interests concerning financial
instruments that are the subject of this document. Issuer is paying for coverage, while ALTA Invest is also performing some other financial services to
the issuer.
ALTA Group provided consulting services regarding secondary public offering of shares in 2014.
LIMITED LIABILITY
The document is, according to the Article 378 of The Securities Market Act, treated as an investment recommendation. The
recommendation is prepared solely for the purposes of better understanding financial instruments and performance of capital markets and is not
intended for a specific audience. Therefore it is not to be construed as an offer to buy or sell, nor as a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any financial
instrument. Additionally, no opinion in the document is intended to provide any personal investment services or advice, since it does not take into
consideration any specific investment objectives, financial context or situation, investor knowledge, investor experience or any particular needs of any
specific person that has, for whatever reason, become familiar with the contents of this document or part of such.
The document was prepared for the purposes of ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. clients and is not subject to reproduction,
distribution or publication without the explicit permission of ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d.. Similarly, any kind of mediation,
variation or summarizing of this document is only permitted with the prior explicit written consent of ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. Therefore
with the acceptance and examination of this document, the reader is obligated not to disclose the contents, opinions, conclusions or any other data from
this document, as well as any investment recommendations, evaluations, forecasts or target prices, without the prior explicit permission of ALTA Invest,
investicijske storitve, d.d.
Any information in this document is based on data obtained from public sources, printed media, annual and semi-annual reports, company
presentations, Bloomberg L.P., electronic media and other sources, which ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. considers to have been reliable on the
date of publication or, exceptionally, indicates doubts concerning the reliability of such. The financial analysts that have prepared this document have
gathered the data, reorganised it and processed it according to the principles of fairness and with professional care; however, no representations or
guarantees are made by ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. with regard to the accuracy or completeness of the data. The facts, on which the
document is grounded, are clearly differentiated from those interpretations, assessments, opinions and other information that are not strictly factual in
nature. Projections, forecasts and target prices are marked, and the document clearly indicates the central assumptions on which they are based, and
are subject to change without notice. These forward looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may
cause actual results, performance, achievements, or prospects to differ materially from any future results, performance, achievements or prospects
expressed or implied by such statements. The document may also contain historical data on the profitability of certain financial instruments; however,
past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.
ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. points out that any investments in financial instruments, including the financial instruments that are the subject
of this document, pose certain risks. When investing in financial instruments, it is important to be aware of both systematic and unsystematic risks.
Unsystematic risk applies to certain financial instrument that are not under the influence of the entire financial market and are relatively independent of
developments on those markets. The effects of unsystematic risk can be reduced or eliminated with portfolio diversification. On the other hand,
systematic risk applies to factors that influence the entire financial market and therefore affect the value of an investor's portfolio. Furthermore,
settlement and custodial risk in emerging markets may be higher than in markets where there is a long-established infrastructure. Stock liquidity may be
impacted by the number of market participants that may therefore impact the reliability of any investments made as a result of acting upon information
contained in this document. Further, risks not discussed in this document may apply to the discussed security. Investors should always investigate the
various risk aspects of any security in any market before making an investment decision. We advise investors to contact the appropriate investment
consultants or brokers to gather additional information.
The selling price of a financial instrument is usually not known in advance and can differ from the expected target price used to calculate expected gross
return. Therefore, realized and expected gross returns may differ. Also, the investor must take into account that provisions, trade costs and taxes will
influence the final net return earned on the difference between the purchase and selling price of a financial instrument. The difference may be positive
or negative and cannot be forecast with any certainty in advance. In addition, all investors should be aware of the possibility of failure to achieve
forecasted events and valuation assumptions on which the document is based, as well as the possibilities of price fluctuation of a particular financial
instrument and/or issuer. In the case of unfavourable movements of the price of a particular financial instrument, there is the possibility of lower future
value of the investment compared to the initial (purchase) value or vice versa. If a financial instrument is denominated in a currency other than the
investor’s currency, a change in exchange rates may adversely affect the price or value of, or the income derived from, the financial instrument, and
such investor effectively assumes this currency risk. The reader of the document should also be aware of the significant impact of certain assumptions
on predicting the target price of the issuer of the financial instrument, which is presented in the document, especially in the sensitivity analysis, as well
as the fact that past performance is not necessarily an indicator of future profitability of the issuer of the financial instrument and vice versa.
ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. accepts no responsibility for any damage or loss arising from the use of information in this
document.
Target price and recommendation is set by determining the fair value of stocks, taking into account fundamental factors and news and should be
understood as such. The target price and recommendation does not indicate any relative performance of the stock versus a regional or sector
benchmark.
In the period between 01.10.2013 and 30.09.2014 the structure of all investment research was:
Number
Share
Share of issuers, for which ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d., has provided
investment services regarding financial instruments in last 12 months
Buy
33
53%
27%
Hold
15
24%
3%
Sell
14
23%
13%
Explanation of individual investment recommendations:
BUY: Based on estimation of the overall expected return ALTA Invest in a given time proposes purchase of shares.
HOLD: Based on estimation of the overall expected return ALTA Invest in a given time does not propose buying or selling the shares.
SELL: Based on estimation of the overall expected return ALTA Invest in a given time proposes sale of shares.
Recommendations issued by ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. Železna cesta 18, 1000 Ljubljana, are valid for 12 months, except in case of
previous update of the recommendation. ALTA Invest is not obliged in any way to periodically renewing or updating the recommendations of the issuer,
nor is it obliged to inform the recipients of recommendations on amendments to the estimates, opinions and projections resulting from events after the
publication of the recommendations. ALTA Invest in dealing with a customer or on its behalf shall not be obliged to act in accordance with the opinions
and estimates expressed in investment recommendations that are published by it.
The recipient of this document can use received information and data for personal purposes only, in the case of individual, or business needs if he is a
legal person (but not for profit purposes). However, it may not be forwarded, transmitted or otherwise provide any other individual or legal person, or
distribute or reproduce without prior permission of ALTA Invest.
SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES
ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. Železna cesta 18, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia, and the financial analyst responsible for monitoring the issuer under
consideration, guarantee that this document has not been disclosed to the issuer of the financial instrument before its public release.
ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. and its related legal entities can own shares of the issuer under consideration. A financial analyst responsible for
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monitoring of the issuer under consideration does not have any significant financial interests concerning the financial instrument. They also do not have
any conflict of interest concerning the issuer under consideration, but the company is paying ALTA Invest d.d. for the coverage.
ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. and/or its related legal entities have performed services concerning financial instruments to
the issuer under consideration herein within the past 12 months.
ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. and related entities may hold securities of the issuer in question herein.
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ANALYST
ALTA Invest, investicijske storitve, d.d. (eng. ALTA Invest, investment services, Inc.), and the undersigned financial analysts, responsible for the
monitoring of the issuer under consideration, declare that they have not received any kind of compensation that could affect the formulation of this
document or opinions expressed in this document. The recommendation has not been disclosed to anyone before it was publicly released.
Sašo Stanovnik, Head of research, On the day of the public release, the author of the recommendation did not held securities of the relevant issuer.
First release of the recommendation was performed on 13.04.2010.
Quarterly updates are planned for data, valuation, target price and recommendation.
OTHER INFORMATION
The contents of the document may be subject to copyright law and thus the court submission.
Other information on services of ALTA Invest and financial instruments, including general terms and conditions of financial instruments, price list and
other disclosures are available on http://www.alta.si,

http:// http://www.alta.si/dokumenti_pogoji_in_ceniki,

http://www.alta.si/Osnove_trgovanja/Razlaga_financnih_instrumentov.
The distribution and/or content of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted or differently regulated by law, and the
reader should inform himself regarding any such restrictions. By accepting this document, the reader consents to be bound by the
foregoing instructions.
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